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                                Turkish airstrikes destroy 27 PKK targets in northern Iraq
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                                Blinken due in Mideast in new bid to secure Gaza truce
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                                Canada halting arms shipments to Israel: govt official
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                                VP Yılmaz: Inflation will decrease after June
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                                Ankara, Baghdad mull to sign a framework agreement during Erdoğan’s visit to Iraq
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                                YÖK introduces new regulations to higher education programs
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                    Mehmed the Conqueror’s medal set for auction

                    A medal featuring a portrait of Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II will go up for auction in London.
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                        Turkish intel ‘neutralizes’ senior PKK/KCK terrorist

                        MİT has “neutralized” a senior member operating within the youth structure of the PKK/KCK terrorist group in northern Iraq.


                    
                

                
                    

                        
                        TikTok Türkiye unveils disinformation measures ahead of local elections

                        TikTok Türkiye has announced the establishment of a team to monitor and remove content that manipulates news or disseminates disinformation regarding the local elections slated for March 31.




                    
                

                
                    

                        
                        Authorities raid illegal endangered animal museums in Istanbul

                        Turkish authorities raided two illegal animal museums in Istanbul, seizing taxidermy specimens of polar bears, crocodiles, lions, cheetahs and bison, among numerous other wildlife.


                    
                

                
                    

                        
                        Public regains access to Muğla beaches following lease cancellation

                        After public outcry and protests against the commercialization of coastal areas, the Muğla Tourism Environment Foundation (MUÇEV) decided to cancel the leasing of Akbük Beach in the Menteşe district of the Aegean province of Muğla.
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            Revived TV drama breaks Iraq’s taboos
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                        Istanbul Airport named ‘Airport of the Year’
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                        Istanbul’s high streets see sharp increases in rents
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                        Türkiye’s external assets at $325 billion
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                        EU strikes deal to cap Ukraine imports of poultry, corn, some grains
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                    Spotify announces record-breaking payout

                    Spotify paid out $9 billion in streaming royalties to artists last year, the streaming giant said yesterday in its latest “Loud and Clear” report.
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                    Snow in Cappadocia: A winter fairy tale
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                    10 hidden beauties of Türkiye
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                        A magical journey into the sea: Türkiye’s underwater museum
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                        Seven must-see ancient cities in Türkiye
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                        Most budget-friendly destinations for a fall getaway in Türkiye
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                        Istanbul’s emotion map revealed

                        Maiden Tower is where the users of an app found the most romantic place in Istanbul.
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                        Time-lapse photos of the night sky

                        A photographer from Türkiye shot riveting time-lapse photos of the night sky from eastern provinces.
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                        Stockbreeders life in Türkiye's Van

                        Stockbreeders are seen with their flock at a countryside following snowfall in Van.
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                        Supermoon brightens up Edirne skies

                        A supermoon is seen over Türkiye's northwestern Edirne province.
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                        Enchanting sunset at Mount Nemrut

                        Visitors snap photos of massive stone heads at the summit of Mount Nemrut.
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                        Color fest in autumn in Kazdağları

                        Chestnut forests of Kazdağları attract photographers and outdoor sports enthusiasts.
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                        Most bizarre Turkish superstitions

                        From seeing a black cat to breaking a mirror, Turkish culture embodies many superstitions.
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                        Turkish women who made history

                        From the first woman pilot to the first female judges, many women thrived to leave an enduring legacy.
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                        11 prominent Turkish painters of 20th century

                        Don’t let the 150-year history of modern Turkish painting fool you; it is only the tip of the iceberg.
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                    Butterfly garden in Central Anatolia
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                        Beyoncé, Gaga offer hope at all-star event fighting COVID-19
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                        The life of Whitney Houston to be made into feature film
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                        Handwritten 'Hey Jude' lyrics sell for $910,000
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                    Aizanoi, the second Ephesus of Türkiye
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                        Top 10 sites for camping in Türkiye

                        Türkiye offers picturesque camping sites for those seeking a trip into wilderness.
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                        16 astonishing UNESCO sites in Türkiye

                        Home to many ancient civilizations, Türkiye's cultural heritage can be seen in its UNESCO sites.
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                        5 hidden exotic paradises of Türkiye

                        Türkiye's crystal clear waters and golden beaches intrigue many guests from overseas.
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                    Top 15 exciting things to do in Türkiye
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                        World’s top 20 beautiful cities list has one Turkish metropolis
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                        Academics spending more than 30 years in ancient excavation area
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                        Ceremonial Hall, the most spectacular room of Dolmabahçe
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                    5 must-visit Turkish villages
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                        Top 10 waterfront restaurants in Türkiye

                        Türkiye provides many options for those who would like to dine at a waterfront venue.
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                        Top 5 best treks near Istanbul

                        Love the outdoors and exploring on foot? Here are some of the best hiking trails in near Istanbul!
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                        22 unique experiences you can live in Türkiye

                        If you come to Türkiye, you should not leave without experiencing at least some of its uniqueness.
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                    Top 10 natural marvels in Türkiye, ranked
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                        Türkiye’s top 50 female CEOs
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                        Turkish doctors become social media influencers
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                        Most popular Turkish pilot on social media
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                    Best restaurants in Istanbul, ranked
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                        Top 10 boutique hotels in Türkiye, selected by experts

                        Daily Hürriyet’s travel supplement, Seyahat, has listed the top 10 boutique hotels in Türkiye.
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                        Top 29 must-try Turkish street foods

                        Türkiye is frequently described as a paradise when it comes to cuisine. 
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                        Top 20 museums in Türkiye

                        As a historic home to great civilizations, Türkiye has some of the world’s best museums.
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                        Best gifts and souvenirs to buy from Türkiye

                        Best souvenirs to buy from 30 places in Türkiye. 
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                        15 best hotels of Türkiye in 2018

                        Click through for the top 15 hotels in Türkiye that won Travellers’ Choice 2018 awards.
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                        Top 9 places in Türkiye for autumn holiday

                        Türkiye has amazing destinations for those who haven't been able to go on vacation in summer.
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